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Once stable industries that become dynamic industries raise numerous management and economic issues. Population ecology and contingency theories indicate that an incumbent economic organization must reform its organizational structure, production resource and processes, products, and markets if it is to survive (Harman and Freeman, 1977; Tosi, 1984). Survival can take many forms, including reorganization, merger, and divestiture. Agency theory indicates that conflicting interests and information asymmetries affect investors' and firm managers' abilities to make changes, should they want to (Eisenhardt, 1989).

In this paper, I examine agency problems created by a fundamental change in industry economics and apply this to telecommunications. For rhetorical reasons, I consider a firm I call M, which is in the telecommunications industry. M, which is typical for the industry, had stable technology, stable and government-protected markets, and stable government regulation for decades. Technology began changing about 20 years ago and is now constantly moving and fundamentally different than when the existing industry structure and regulation were established. Also, about 20 years ago, the government began slowly removing market protection, but only two years ago removed protection from the last monopoly market, which accounts for 80% of M's revenues. Customers now demand new products and are beginning to buy from alternative suppliers. (Capron and Mitchell, 1997; Colombo and Garrone, 1998; Raphael, 1998)

I organize the rest of this paper as follows. I first examine M's environment using population ecology and contingency theories. Next I review agency theory and where it applies. Lastly, I describe how this applies to telecommunications.

Population Ecology and Contingency Theories

According to population ecology and contingency theories, firms exist in environments and the environments place pressure on the firms (Hall and Fagan, 1956). The relevant environmental factors are technology, inputs, output markets, rivalry, political and legal frameworks, and rules governing market behavior (Scott, 1998). Population ecology
theories focus on selection to explain or describe the types of organizations that succeed (i.e., survive) in an environment, while contingency theories describe how firms succeed (Hannan and Freeman, 1977; Scott, 1998). According to these theories and economic theory, M's changing environment means that M will have to change its markets, technology, and organizational structure if it is to survive.

Efficiency is important for survival and M needs to change its technologies and markets in order to be efficient. Baumol (1977) explains how technology and product/market mixes affects firms' efficiency. He describes how firms' choices of technology and markets affect economies of scale and scope, and explains that changes to either technology or markets can increase or decrease these economies. Jamison (1998a) describes how the efficiency of a firm's technology and market choices is affected by other firms' technology and market choices. According to Baumol and Jamison, M needs to choose technologies and markets that allow it to operate at a lower cost than smaller, more specialized firms, and at a lower cost than the aggregate of firms who might enter M's markets while serving markets that M does not serve.

M's organizational structure needs to change because the structure that was efficient in the stable, government-dominated environment will be inefficient in the more dynamic environment. Burns and Stalker (1961) and Tosi (1984) explain that mechanistic systems are more efficient in stable environments. Task orientation, hierarchical control, and vertical relations and communications characterize these systems. Marketing and distribution tend to be largely routine functions in these systems because firms can do little to affect demand. Burns and Stalker (1965) and Tosi (1984) also explain that organic systems are more appropriate in environments that have constant change. Organization orientation and network control, relations, and communication characterize these systems. This implies that M needs to develop entirely new marketing and distribution systems and move many of its development activities closer to the field. By this I mean that M's systems for planning, analyzing markets, and developing new products should move towards the marketing and distribution departments to improve information and coordination (Tosi, 1984).

Furthermore, M will need a different type of employee. Tosi (1984) explains that successful firms in M's former environment tended to have mostly organizationalist employees -- employees with lifelong careers in a single company and who identify strongly with the company -- and that M probably has a strong labor union. He also explains that successful firm's in M's new environment will have mostly professional and externally oriented employees -- employees who are highly skilled and adaptive -- because employees, rather than process, will be key to M's success. In other words, in contrast to the past where the bureaucracy determined M's characteristics, now employee skills and M's skills are one in the same.

**Agency Theory**

Agency theory addresses incentive and information problems inside and outside the firm. In agency theory, one person, the principal, wants to induce another person, the agent, to
do something that the agent does not want to do. Also, the agent has hidden information or hidden action because it is hard or expensive for the principal to monitor the agent. Often in agency theory, principals and agents have different attitudes towards risk (Eisenhardt, 1989; Salani, 1997).

There are three basic families of principal-agent (PA) models (Salani, 1997). In adverse selection, the agent has hidden information about his characteristics and the principal moves first in the formal model. The principal's problem is to offer a contract that induces the agent to reveal his true type. An example of an adverse selection problem is a corporate board of directors (BOD) (the principal) trying to determine the abilities of potential CEOs (the agents). In signaling, the agent has hidden information regarding his type and moves first. The agent's problem is to take some visible action that the principal will correctly interpret as revealing the agent's type. An example of a signaling problem is a CEO (the agent) taking an extraordinary action to signal his type to his BOD (the principal) (Hermalin and Weisbach, 1998). In moral hazard, the agent moves first and takes some action that the principal cannot observe. The principal's problem is to establish a contract that induces the agent to take actions that the agent does not want to take, but that the principal values. An example of a moral hazard problem is a manager (the principal) offering a sales agent (the agent) incentives to increase sales.

Principals base their choice of mechanisms for solving adverse selection and moral hazard problems on the costs and benefits of the alternative approaches. There are two basic types of mechanisms—behavior-based contracts (command and control) and incentive contracts. Greater principal information, greater outcome uncertainty, greater agent risk aversion, high costs of measuring outcomes, and length of relationship are positively related with behavior-based contracts and negatively related with incentive contracts. Greater principal risk aversion, high costs of measuring behavior, and goal conflict are negatively related with behavior-based contracts and positively related with incentive contracts. (Eisenhardt, 1989; Sappington, 1991; Shirley and Xu, 1998)

Incentive contracts can have numerous features. I describe a few common features, all of which have their basis in economic rent seeking behavior dating back to Adam Smith. The first feature is the rationality or participation constraint (Laffont and Tirole, 1994). Anticipated in the management literature as Barnard's (1939) and March and Simon's (1958) willingness to participate (Tosi, 1984), this feature says that the principal and the agent must each receive utility that exceeds their individual reservation utilities in order to be willing to produce. The second feature, incentive compatibility or truth telling, requires that the agent be better off expending effort rather than shirking, or truthfully revealing her type rather than lying. This works by making the agent at least a partial residual claimant of the benefits of the relationship (Sappington, 1991). Incentive compatibility implies that the performance measure must be something the agent can affect (Laffont and Tirole, 1994). It also implies that, because incentive contracts shift risk to agents, agents need to be either risk averse or compensated for their risk (Eisenhardt, 1989; Sappington, 1991). Incentive compatibility is comparable to Barnard's (1939) and March and Simon's (1958) willingness to produce and Selznick's (1949) recognition of agents' outside interests (Scott, 1998).
Sappington (1991) describes other contract features that are useful in particular situations. He explains that credible commitment by the principal is important, especially if circumstances change (Shirley and Xu, 1998). This implies either third-party enforcement or subgame perfection (Piketty, 1993). The principal’s commitment is subgame perfect if, once the agent has truthfully revealed his information or type, it is in the principal’s best interest to keep his commitment. A menu of contracts can improve performance if the agent's postcontractual knowledge will be better than his precontractual knowledge. All monitoring, even the slight use of imperfect monitoring, improves outcomes, with the caveat that some types of employees and organizations do not respond well to monitoring (House, 1984). When there are multiple agents and limited ability to commit, principals can obtain improved performance by using tournaments which reward agents for both actual and relative results. Loser-bear-all tournaments can induce better performance than winner-take-all tournaments when relatively little effort is desired. Second-best price auctions are effective in selecting agents and second sourcing improves postcontracting performance. In ongoing relationships, basing compensation on both past and future performance improves outcomes, but using past results to set future goals reduces performance.

Application to Telecommunications

In business, scholars have typically applied agency theory to problems such as compensation, acquisition and diversification, BOD relationships with CEOs, financial structure, employer-employee relations, buyer-seller relations, vertical integration, regulation, and innovation (Eisenhardt, 1989; Sappington, 1991). As my population ecology and contingency theory section implies, M's change in organizational structure and in types of personnel will create new PA problems in compensation, employer-employee relations, and innovation. However, for the remainder of this paper, I focus on PA problems created by industry restructuring.

Industry restructuring will force M to establish new buyer-seller relationships. Colombo and Garrone (1998) identify five technological components that will make up future communications services: content (conversations, film archives, electronic news, etc.), multimedia hosting (hardware and software interface for content providers and users), backbone network, user access network, and user terminals. M’s traditional role has been to provide user access and limited backbone network. Noam (1994) explains that systems integrators will combine these components to provide the new services. Colombo and Garrone (1998) explain that this system integrator performs information and network intelligence management, provides user interfaces, gains access to content, and retails services. Assuming that government competition policies will prevent a single firm from monopolizing these components, M needs to decide where to establish buyer-seller relationships, where to enter joint ventures or alliances, and where to combine components under common ownership.

If M chooses to simply supply components and not be a systems integrator, M will encounter a PA problem with the systems integrators that may cause it to abandon this strategy. The systems integrators will have superior information regarding final markets,
technical and economic needs of other components, and their own effort. These systems integrators are, in a sense, sales agents for M. Anderson (1985) finds that the greater the difficulty in evaluating agent performance, the more complex and hard-to-learn are the product lines, and the greater the demand for nonselling activities, the more likely M is to vertically integrate. Jamison (1995) and Weisman (1995) find buyer-seller problems that give M an incentive to expand its backbone network business. Jamison (1998b) explains that M will have further incentives to extend its user access business into new areas to provide end-to-end networking service in competition with other integrated providers.

Given these incentives, it is not surprising that many telecommunications carriers are expanding beyond their traditional markets. However, there is little consensus on how they should do it. Colombo and Garrone (1998), contend that carriers should avoid mergers and develop equity and non-equity joint ventures. Baldwin (1998) argues that carriers should either build any new assets they need or be subject to stricter government regulation. McCourt (1998) argues that carriers should avoid mergers because they can be unwieldy. Jamison (1998b, 1998c) believes that efficient restructuring will involve combinations of start-up entry, mergers, alliances, and divestitures.

Larger carriers are engaging in mergers and alliances (Jamison 1998b). These mergers and alliances present PA problems for shareholders and managers. Studies show that managers overpay for acquisitions (Han, Suk, and Sung, 1998; Morck, Shleifer, and Vishney, 1990). This is particularly true when the bidder is diversifying or buying a rapidly growing target (Morck, Shleifer, and Vishney, 1990). Some researchers believe that managers overpay because they systematically make errors or simply imitate other firms without analysis. (Morck, Shleifer, and Vishney, 1990; Haveman, 1993; Haunschild, 1993) Other studies identify PA problems as a reason for overpayment. In an early study, Amihud and Lev (1981) concluded that managers benefited from risk diversification, but Agrawal and Mandelker (1987) show that managers have other ways to diversify risk. PA-related studies sometimes conflict, but in general they conclude that mergers benefit managers by giving managers room for career growth, ensuring long term survival of the firm when shareholders would be better off selling the assets, increasing management pay, giving managers more positions on other firms' BODs, and building empires. (Avery, Chevalier, and Schaefer, 1998; Donaldson and Lorsch, 1983; Fowler and Schmidt, 1988; Morck, Shleifer, and Vishny, 1990; Shleifer and Vishny, 1989; Trautwein, 1990) Chang and Suk (1998) and Han, Suk, and Sung (1998) verify that managers have better information than shareholders and BODs about firm value and use this information to overpay for acquisitions. They also show that methods of payment affect the information asymmetries. Cash-financed acquisitions provide a clearer view of the acquisition value than do stock-financed acquisitions, so bidding shareholders tend to have positive returns to the acquisition.

Other studies find market-based checks on managers' tendency to overpay in acquisitions. Shleifer and Vishny (1988) find that poor stock performance is generally followed by higher CEO turnover even when the CEO controls the BOD, but conclude that the risk is small. They also find that hostile takeovers are a way of disciplining non-value-maximizing managers. This is consistent with Mitchell and Lehn (1990) who find that
firms seeking value-decreasing acquisitions are taken over with a higher frequency. Walsh (1988) shows that turnover rates in acquired management teams are significantly higher than normal turnover rates.

Countering the overpayment claims, Porter (1980) argues that the US market for companies is efficient, so bidding shareholders should expect few gains in competitive bidding. This is consistent with the findings of Bradley, Desai, and Kim (1988) which show that multiple-bidding contests lower bidder returns. Porter (1980) states that exceptions to his hypothesis will occur under certain conditions; for example, if the acquiring firm can improve the strategic position of the target firm, use the acquisition as a base from which to change industry structure, or be assisted in its existing business.

Existing evidence indicates that, even though PA issues exist in the current wave of telecommunications mergers and alliances, strategic and efficiency effects are masking the PA effects. Jarrell, Brickley, and Netter (1988) find that deregulation often drives mergers. They also find that market globalization tends to offset any potential growth in market power. Pfeffer (1972) argues that mergers are a way for firms to decrease dependence on their environment, which may be valuable to shareholders when the environment is uncertain. Capron and Mitchell (1997) find that production efficiency and strategic reconfiguration are the main drivers of telecommunications mergers. They show that the mergers generally involve value-increasing restructuring and resource redeployment for the acquired and acquiring firms. The mergers have their most beneficial affects on geographic coverage, R&D, product quality, design cycles, and cost efficiency. Pricing becomes more difficult with acquisitions and even though prices tend to decline, profits tend to increase.

**Conclusion**

When shareholders thwarted British Telecom's attempted purchase of MCI, it appeared that PA problems would dampen telecommunications restructuring. Based on the available evidence, PA problems exist in both merger and non-merger situations and the merger PA problems may be the least costly.
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